
My Brain

It is utterly astonishing to me what my brain decides is important enough to
retain and what it should discard.  I don't mean to imply that I'm getting
absentminded, but sometimes I forget to put in the liquor when I mix a drink!  I
understand that I'm not alone, and that an increasing number of aging Boomers,
is rife with CRS (Can't Remember S***), but it's still disconcerting.

I have developed an irritating habit of just letting go of something once a task
has been accomplished.  For example, an item on my to-do list completely

disappears from my head when it is checked off.  The only problem is, sometimes I finish the task,
save it to my hard drive and forget all about it, completely omitting the last step, which was sending it
to the person who needed it in the first place!  My brain perceives that the job has been
accomplished so it just lets go.  Very frustrating.

My own personal theory is that my mind is now so saturated with information whose usefulness
ended decades ago, that there is simply no room for anything more.  If I ever hope to learn anything
new I will need to get rid of some of that dross first.  And I would really, REALLY like to learn some
new things.  There is still so much I haven't yet read or learned or understood! 

I heard an interview on Public Radio not long ago which graphically
explained what's happening to me.   I don't know if it's true or not, but it
did make me feel better: According to the interviewee, the brain is like
one of those old roll-top desks that country doctors used to have (and
which are now valued at tens of thousands of dollars on Antiques Road
Show).  Under the distinctive rolled top are rows of neatly labeled cubby
holes for storing important information.  When we acquire knowledge in a
stress-free and leisurely manner, we tend to place the information in the
appropriate slot where it can be easily retrieved.  However, in certain
situations like when we are in a hurry, or when we are introduced to ten
people within three minutes of arriving at a social function, our brain
cannot collate all that information.   So it just stuffs it into the nearest cubby hole, or one which
appears to have some extra room.  The information is in there, but good luck trying to retrieve it.

I have heard the same analogy used with sticky notes.   A well-placed sticky note can be a lifesaver
but by its very nature, it can come unstuck and join all the other scraps of random notes littering your
office.  Well, my office anyway.
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According to this analogy, all the information I have acquired in the past twenty years was gathered
under stress.  Or perhaps while I was attempting with increasing lack of success to multi-task. Ah,
there’s a whole ‘nother Trail Talk!

I've taken to leaving reminders to myself around the house:
- make ice
- pick up books at the library
- feed the cats
- water the plants (Oh, wait: the plants all died because I forgot to water them.)

I make lists of supplies I need from the grocery store, the health food store, Walmart.  Interesting that
I never need a reminder to stop at the liquor store.

So far I have refrained from leaving a note to myself stating, "We are out of corn flakes.  F.U." as
Felix Unger famously wrote to his roommate in the popular Broadway hit, "The Odd Couple."

Apparently the aphorism is true that there is nothing new in the world.  No less an intellect than
Thomas Jefferson attributed a forgetful mind to "the incessant current of new matter flowing
constantly through it; but I ascribe to years their share in it also."  (Written in 1808 at age 65)

I don't know whether to take solace in that or not.

At least I'm not alone: all the millions of Baby Boomers that I have spent my entire life with -
comforted by our very mass of numbers - are deteriorating at the same rate as I am, and just as
upset about it.

Click if you can relate to this.  Oh wait!  That's Facebook.  This is my blog.  What day is this?
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